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Investigation of limbal touch sensitivity using a

Cochet-Bonnet aesthesiometer

J G Lawrenson, G L Ruskell

Abstract
Following the observation of complex sensory
receptors concentrated within the palisade
zone of the human conjunctiva, this study
sought to measure limbal touch sensitivity
using a Cochet-Bonnet aesthesiometer. Touch
sensitivity was found to be significantly higher
in the palisade zone compared with the
adjacent conjunctiva. A comparison between
temporal and inferior limbus showed a greater
median sensitivity for the temporal zone.
There was a significant reduction in touch
sensitivity with age, but not with iris colour or
contact lens wear. These data, showing a
higher touch sensitivity for the palisade zone,
provide indirect evidence for a role ofcomplex
nerve endings in mechanoreception.
(BrJ Ophthalmol 1993; 77: 339-343)

Current knowledge regarding the tactile
sensitivity of the anterior eye segment is largely
restricted to the sensitivity of the cornea,' 2 and
less attention has been given to the conjunctiva.
Using graded hairs ofdifferent calibres Von Frey
and Strughold' noted a considerable decline in
sensitivity on crossing the limbus into the con-
junctiva where large regional variations were
apparent. Thresholds were generally lower in the
region of the fornix and at the eyelid margin.
Other studies45 also recorded a sensitivity profile
across the conjunctiva showing marked regional
variations with threshold values ranging from
only 2x to more than 1400x greater than the
central cornea. In contrast, Norn6 found a fairly
uniform sensitivity across the conjunctiva,
although he also found an enhanced sensitivity at
the lid margin.
Our recent description7 of large numbers of

complex (corpuscular) nerve endings in the
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Figure 2 The aesthesiometer attached to an applicator which
allows precise manipulation ofthe orientation ofthefilament.

limbal conjunctiva of the human eye led to the
present study. These terminals were concen-

trated within a narrow annular zone of limbal
conjunctiva coincident with the palisades of
Vogt.8 Within this zone local and intersubject
variations were found in both incidence and
distribution of limbal corpuscles.9

This study represents our first efforts to
determine a functional role f6r these putative
receptors. Since morphological data favour
mechanoreception, the touch sensitivity of the
limbal conjunctiva was investigated using a

Cochet-Bonnet aesthesiometer. The variables of
age, iris pigmentation, and contact lens wear
were also considered because of their known
influence on corneal sensitivity.' 2

Subjects and methods

SUBJECTS
Subjects consisted of 28 non-contact lens
wearers, 16 women and 12 men, with a mean age
of 42 years (range 15-81 (SD 17-8) years). The
sensitivity of 22 contact lens wearers was also
determined. These were divided into rigid gas
permeable (RGP) (n= 12), and hydrogel
wearers (n= 10). RGP wearers comprised eight
women and four men with a mean age of 34-3
years (range 21-59 (SD 10-6) years). Mean

, I duration of lens wear was 10 0 years (range 0 5-
Z1 2 3 4 5 6 20 (SD 5-3) years). Hydrogel wearers were all

Filament length (cm) women with a mean age of 33 (range 18-59
I Calibration curvefor the Cochet-Bonnet (SD 11-4)) years. Mean duration ofwear was 7 5
ometer. (range 0-5-13 (SD 4-0)) years.
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Figure 3 The apparatus attached to a slit-lamp microscope.

All contact lens wearers had worn their lenses
on a daily basis for a minimum of 8 hours per
day.

Methods
Touch thresholds were determined using a
Cochet-Bonnet aesthesiometer with a 0-12 mm
nylon monofilament. The instrument was cali-
brated by clamping it onto a laboratory stand and
suspending it above the pan of a sensitive digital
analytical balance (accurate to 1 mg). The
filament, viewed through a binocular viewing
system, was then smoothly lowered towards the
pan. The criterion of first visible bending was
used to standardise the applied pressure. The

Zone 1 = 0-0-5 mm
Zone 2 = 0-5-1-0 mm
Zone 3 = 1*0-1-5 mm

Figure 4 Stimulus test locations within three 05 mm wie
concentric zones oflimbal conjunctiva. A total of18 points
were divided equally between inferior and temporal limbus.

mean of 20 balance readings was then plotted
against filament length (Fig 1).

For measurement of touch thresholds the
aesthesiometer was mounted on a slit-lamp
microscope using a modified Bleshoy'° applicator
(Figs 2 and 3). This apparatus allows fine control
of filament application, viewed under magnifica-
tion through the slit-lamp observation system.
Thus, the nylon monofilament approached the
conjunctival surface both smoothly and per-
pendicularly with accurate placement of the
stimulus.
The subject was asked to indicate when the

stimulus was felt. Longer lengths were utilised
first. The criterion for threshold was the filament
length which gave a 50% positive response from
four stimulus applications. To test subject
reliability a number of 'dummy runs' where the
filament did not contact were included. Contact
lens wearing subjects were instructed to wear
their lenses for a minimum of 3 hours on the
day of testing and thresholds were measured
immediately on lens removal.
The touch threshold was determined at 18

locations within a 1 5 mm wide pericorneal area
divisible into three 0 5 mm wide concentric
zones beginning at the anterior termination of
the palisades (Fig 4). Thus, test locations within
zone 1 corresponded approximately to a mid-
palisade position. Stimuli were divided equally
between zones and between temporal and
inferior limbus.

Since the aim was to ensure an accurate repeat
testing of the same conjunctival location, in
order to minimise mechanical trauma it was
decided to limit testing to three filament lengths
(4 cm, 3 cm, and 2 cm) giving threshold scores of
.4 cm, .3 cm, .2 cm, or <2 cm. Tomake these
values more amenable to analysis they were
converted to an arbitrary sensitivity scale
(Table 1).
For the determination of iris colour the classi-

fication system of Seddon et al" was used.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Because only three filament lengths were used,
which were then converted onto an ordinal
sensitivity scale, non-parametric statistical tests
were utilised in the analysis'2 and the determina-
tion of medians rather than means was appro-
priate.
For a single sample case paired measures were

analysed using the Wilcoxon signed ranks test.
Two independent samples were compared using
the Mann-Whitney test. The Friedman two way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used when
more than two related samples were tested, and
the Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA for more
than two independent samples.

Results

INTERZONE VARIATION IN SENSITIVITY IN NON-
CONTACT LENS WEARERS
A comparison of the medians for all three zones
(Fig 5) showed a fall off in sensitivity with
increasing distance from the cornea. The differ-
ences in median sensitivity between zones 1 and
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Table I Sensitivity
conversion scale

Theshold Sensitivity scaling
(cm) (arbitrary units)

<2 1
.2 2
.3 3
.4 4
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Figure 5 Variations in median sensitivity between zones I,
2, and 3 ofnon-lens wearers.

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Figure 7 Median sensitivity ofRGP wearers plotted against
age matched non-wearers (mean age oflens wearers 34*3
(SD 10-6)years, mean age ofcontrols 34-9 (SD 10-8)years).

2, and also between zones 1 and 3, were signifi-
cant (p<005), whereas that between zones 2 and
3 was not (p>0 05).
A greater sensitivity was found for the

temporal (median 2) compared with the inferior
limbus (median 1). This difference was signifi-
cant (p<0 05). Individual differences between
medians for the temporal and inferior zones were
plotted in order of increasing subject age (Fig 6).
For subjects in the latter half of the group (range
40-81 years), there is a tendency for the differ-
ence between medians to be zero.

EFFECTS OF CONTACT LENS WEAR
RGP lens wearers (n= 12) and hydrogel wearers
(n= 10) were analysed independently. The
median sensitivity of individuals was calculated
separately for zones 1, 2, and 3 and an overall
group median was determined for each zone.
These were plotted against the equivalent values
for a group of age-matched non-contact lens
wearers.
A plot of the median sensitivity for zones 1, 2,

and 3 for RGP wearers versus age-matched
controls (Fig 7) appeared to show a trend
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Subject
Figure 6 The difference in median sensitivity between
temporal and inferior conjunctiva for each subject (non-
wearers) plotted in order ofincreasing subject age.

towards a lower sensitivity in the contact lens
wearers, but it was not found to be statistically
significant (p>005). A similar trend was not
observed in hydrogel wearers (Fig 8).
The influence of length of wear was investi-

gated separately and not found to be significant
(p>0-05).

Because of the lack of a significant difference
in sensitivity between contact lens wearers and
non-lens wearers, it was felt valid to pool
together all experimental groups for subsequent
analyses.

EFFECTS OF AGE
The overall median sensitivity was plotted for all
subjects (n=50) against age (Fig 9). The graph
shows a large intersubject variability in limbal
sensitivity, even within the same age decade.
The overall trend however is a fall off in sensi-
tivity with age.
The effect of age was analysed statistically by

ranking subjects in order of increasing sensi-
tivity. These assigned ranks were then grouped
into four age profiles: 15-25, 25-35, 35-45, and
>45 years, and the ranks were then averaged

3.5

3-0 * Contact lens wearers

CD Controls
25

2-0-

C .

a)

Zone 1 Zone2 Zone3

Figure 8 Median sensitivity ofhydrogel wearers plotted
against age matched non-wearers (mean age oflens wearers 33
(SD 11-3)years, mean age ofcontrols 33 8 (SD I I0)years.
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Figure 9 Graph showing overall sensitivityfor all subjects
plotted against age.

(Fig 10). The differences in sensitivity between
the 15-25 group and the 35-45 and >45 year
groups were significant (p<O0Ol).

EFFECTS OF IRIS COLOUR
In order to compensate for any bias in the
grouped data because of age, the subjects within
each iris grouping were age matched. Subjects
(n= 36) were ranked in order of increasing
median sensitivity and then grouped according
to their particular iris grading. The ranks were
then averaged and these were then plotted
against iris grade (Fig 11). No overall trend
was apparent and these differences are not
significant.

Discussion
A slit-lamp mounted aesthesiometer allows
precise and repeatable stimulus application.
With this apparatus it is possible to investigate
systematically the touch sensitivity within a
small conjunctival area. The present study has
established a significantly higher sensitivity for
the zone of the limbal palisades compared with
the adjacent conjunctiva. Previous studies have
shown a sharp decline in sensitivity immediately

40r
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Figure 10 Effect ofage on limbal sensitivity (ranked data).

Iris colour grading
Figure I I Graph showing the variation in median sensitivity
with iris colour (ranked data). An iris is graded on a 1-5 scale
in order ofincreasing pigmentation.

on crossing the corneoconjunctival junction.3'3
The limbal sensitivity values reported here,
however, indicate that this fall off in sensitivity is
less marked than previously documented.

It is worth examining these data in the light of
differences in the pattern of sensory innervation
of the cornea and conjunctiva. Many workers
have shown that the cornea contains exclusively
free (unspecialised) nerve endings which are
numerous within the epithelium."'4 The density
of free nerve endings decreases markedly on
passing into the conjunctiva where terminals
within the epithelium are sparse.'6 However, in
contrast to the cornea, the conjunctiva contains
structurally specialised corpuscular nerve end-
ings which are particularly numerous in the
palisade zone.7 The finding of a significantly
higher touch sensitivity in this region is consist-
ent with a mechanoreceptive role for these nerve
endings.
The proposed association of corpuscular nerve

endings with touch sensitivity is strengthened by
the observation of large individual variations in
sensitivity, as a similar variation of receptor
numbers was found.9 The present study showed
that the temporal limbus had a greater median
sensitivity than the inferior. Although quantita-
tive histological data on limbal receptors9
indicate a non-uniform arrangement around the
limbus, no distinct pattern has emerged from the
limited number of eyes studied. However, since
in 50% of subjects the median sensitivities of
temporal and inferior zones were equal, many
more eyes need to be examined histologically
before any possible sectorial differences in
receptor number become apparent.
The effects of contact lenses on corneal sensi-

tivity are well known. Polymethylmethacrylate
lenses cause a marked reduction in comeal touch
thresholds'7 especially when worn for many
years.'8 The effect is less marked with hydrogel
lenses,'9 even when worn on an extended wear
basis. The effects of contact lens wear on limbal
conjunctival touch sensitivity was tested in this
study for subjects wearing both rigid gas perme-
able and hydrogel lenses. However, no signifi-
cant differences in limbal sensitivity were found
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for subjects wearing either lens type. This is not
a surprising finding in view of the large inter-
subject variation in sensitivity which would most
probably mask a small but possibly significant
contact lens effect.
The decision to investigate iris pigmentation

as a possible variable in limbal sensitivity was

provided by the work of Millodot2t who showed
that subjects with lighter coloured irides dis-
played a higher corneal sensitivity. It appears

from the present study that such variation does
not extend to the limbal conjunctiva.

In common with previous studies of cornea2'
and bulbar conjunctiva45 the sensitivity of the
limbus showed a significant reduction with age.

Although there was a progressive fall off in
sensitivity among adults, the greatest reduction
was during the fourth and fifth decades.
We are grateful to Roger Buckley, director of the Contact Lens
and Prosthetics Department, Moorfields Eye Hospital for
allowing the use of the facilities of his department. The work
was supported by a scholarship from the British College of
Optometrists.
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